The role of oxidative stress and inflammatory response in the pathogenesis of mastitis in dairy cows
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Abstract

Mastitis is one of the most frequent diseases of dairy cows throughout the world, therefore it causes the greatest economic losses in dairy cattle industry. These losses are reflected through: reduced milk production, increased costs of medication and the other animal health services, reduced fertility, early culling of animals and the value of discarded milk. Mastitis is also important from the aspects of public health, milk processing and animal welfare. In the pathogenesis of mastitis the key role plays the innate immune response which is the first line of defence against the pathogen invasion of the udder. The innate immune response generates an inflammatory reaction which is the elementary response of an organism to the tissue trauma induced by any physical, chemical or biological causative agent, but primarily it is the protective mechanism of a vital significance which includes increased phagocytic activity, secretion of antimicrobial substances, fibrosis as well as the alterations in tissue structure of affected organ or body cavity. The release of a number of inflammatory mediators as well as reactive oxygen species (ROS) is an important part of inflammatory response. In dairy cows, the metabolic challenge that occurred during the transition from dry period to early lactation may additionally increase the release of ROS which may contribute to development of oxidative stress and inflammatory response. Oxidative stress is defined as a shift in the balance from cellular oxidation-reduction reactions towards oxidation, i.e. to the state of excessive release of oxidants when their removal by antioxidants is impaired and even insufficient. During peripartum period antioxidative status of dairy cows is seriously impaired and consequently both the oxidative stress and inflammatory response may present the predisposing factors to their higher susceptibility to intramammary infections (IMI) and mastitis. This association between oxidative stress and inflammation during IMI and mastitis indicates their role in the pathogenesis of mastitis. Thus, a better understanding of such a synergism could contribute to development of new approaches to prevention and therapy of IMI and mastitis.
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Introduction

Bovine mastitis is one of the most frequent diseases of dairy cows throughout the world, therefore it causes the greatest economic losses in dairy cattle industry. These losses are reflected through: reduced milk production, increased costs of medication and the other animal health services, reduced fertility, early culling of animals and the value of discarded milk (Cvetnić et al., 2016). Mastitis is also important in terms of public health, milk processing and animal welfare. The interactions between immune system of cow and causative agents of mastitis result
in damages of the secretory part of the udder and when the latter is substituted with fibrotic tissue the process becomes irreversible, and the affected quarter or the whole udder is no longer functionally capable for milk production and secretion (Djuricic et al., 2014).

During the last few decades in veterinary medicine there has been increased interest in interactions between stress and immunity, particularly in farm animals (Bassols et al., 2014; Turk at al., 2015). In order to survive rapid and significant changes occurring due to the influence of external and internal stimuli, including a vast variety of environmental stressors, animals respond by the complex mechanisms to maintain biological balance, i.e. homeostasis. Such balance could be permanently compromised and, thus, evolved homeostatic physiological processes comprising numerous molecular and cellular defence mechanisms (Valpotić, 2002). More recently, the investigations were focused on oxidative stress as well as on antioxidants which may to certain extent diminish or totally reduce cell damages caused by oxidative stress (Turk at al., 2013 and 2016; Fošnožić et al., 2015). Oxidative stress is defined as a shift in the balance between cellular oxidation-reduction reactions towards increasing oxidation and to the state of excessive release of reactive oxygen species (ROS), when their removal by antioxidants is impaired and even insufficient (Kumar et al., 2011).

Excessive release of ROS is detrimental for molecular structure of cell membranes resulting in functional alterations of affected cells and thus malfunctioning of tissues and organs. Oxidative stress is associated with many diseases including sepsis, enteritis, pneumonia and arthritis in animals of veterinary importance. In dairy cows, it may cause mastitis and reproductive disorders (Turk at al., 2011 and 2012) which may directly influence their productivity by reducing milk production (Lykkesfeldt and Svendsen, 2007). Disorders in dairy cows such as udder oedema, retained placenta and mastitis may reduce milk production and its economic value and may unfavourably influence productivity cycle of dairy cattle.

Taking that into consideration, the aim of this review was to compile and summarize recent knowledge regarding oxidative stress in ruminants, particularly its pathophysiological role in the pathogenesis of mastitis in dairy cows as well as to review scientifically documented data on harmful influence of oxidative stress on health and productivity of dairy cows.

**Mastitis**

One of the most frequent udder diseases in dairy cows could be ascribed to the inflammation of the mammary gland (mastitis) caused by numerous pathogens. The importance of mastitis is emphasised by the fact that it produces huge losses in cattle industry (Salman, 2009; Maćešić et al., 2016). Also, its importance is significant from the aspect of public health, milk processing and animal welfare (Bačić, 2009). The mastitis incidence is influenced by diverse factors including environmental conditions, host resistance and inappropriate farm management (Gračner et al., 2006). Since mastitis is caused by different microorganisms, the prevention, treatment and control of the disease are hardly feasible (Russell, 2011). Upon inflammation of mammary gland of any etiology it is easy to observe organoleptic, chemical and bacteriological changes in milk along with the pathological changes in udder parenchyma (Radostitis et al., 2000). Significant factors contributing to development of this disease are deviation of basic animal sanitary and technical measures as well as non-observance of basic postulates for hygienic milking and appropriate technical service of milking devices (Benić, 2011). Mastitis is caused by a wide spectrum of Gram negative and Gram positive bacteria and fungi and, thus it is difficult to expect complete cure of diseased animals (Deb et al., 2013). In addition, mastitis is considered as a significant public health problem due to the fact that some causative agents are zoonotic such as *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Salmonella* spp., *Listeria* spp. or *Escherichia coli*. Mastitis caused by *S. aureus* and *E. coli* are relatively frequent, while those caused by *Salmonella* and *Listeria* spp. are extremely rare.

Economic losses due to mastitis are reflected through: reduced milk production, increased costs of medication and the other animal health services, reduced fertility, early culling of animals and the value of discarded milk. Mastitis is also important from the aspects of public health, milk processing and animal welfare. All these losses directly impact the profit of the farm.
Composition of mastitic milk

During mastitis permeability of blood vessels is increased and thus different components of blood may pass directly from blood vessels into milk. Consequently, various enzymes may change milk composition by inducing degradation of casein and milk fats (Roncada et al., 2012). Chemical composition of milk varies upon the health status of the mammary gland. Compared with the healthy gland, protein components of milk from inflamed gland are changed rapidly. Proportion of casein drops while the proportions of other non-desirable protein components such as serum albumin, immunoglobulins and transferrin are higher due to the elevated permeability of capillaries. Proteolytic activity of milk from inflamed gland is higher which has negative influence on the quality of dairy products (Barbano et al., 1987). Total protein content is not significantly changed due to mastitis but the quality of milk and milk products is reduced. The somatic cell count (SCC) is not necessarily extremely high in milk of lower quality. However, the contamination of milk with antimicrobials is higher in farms with high SCC in comparison to the farms which successfully perform preventive and control measures of mastitis (Dobriganic et al., 2007; Bacic, 2009). Several factors may induce elevation of somatic cell count in milk. However, bacterial infections of mammary gland are the most important one. Soon following the infection, bacteria start multiplying in tissue and producing toxins and enzymes which stimulate releasing of mediators of inflammation. Mediators attract the immune cells such as leukocytes and macrophages toward the infected tissue. Mass of mainly polymorphonuclear granulocytes pass between secretory cells ending in the alveolar lumen and finally in mammary gland secretion. Intensity of inflammation and consequently the number of attracted cells depend on type of pathogen, lactation phase, animal immune status, genetics and nutrition status (Mattila, 1986). Clinically, mastitis could be differentiated into subclinical or clinical form (Bacic, 2009). Subclinical mastitis is characterized by a mild inflammation of the mammary gland which could not be diagnosed following external inspection of the udder due to hidden clinical signs. There are no visible change neither of the udder nor in milk during subclinical form of the disease. Due to huge economic losses subclinical inflammation of the mammary gland is considered as the most significant disease of dairy cattle (Topolko and Benic, 1997). Cows with subclinical mastitis produce 20 % less milk which at the same time may threaten human health. Studies performed in the USA during year 2001, which comprised more than 6000 herds of dairy cows, established subclinical mastitis in 45 % of lower productive and in 26 % of high productive herds (Ruegg, 2003). Subclinical form of mastitis may quickly transform into clinical form of disease. Depending on the causative agent, subclinical mastitis occurs in herds 2-20 times more frequently than its clinical form. Thus, early diagnosis of subclinical mastitis is very important for prevention and spreading of the disease (Bacic, 2009).

Clinical mastitis is easier to diagnose due to the presence of visible clinical signs. In some cases, it is possible to establish correct diagnosis without performing diagnostic tests (Russell, 2011). Considering the duration of the disease, clinical mastitis may be peracute, acute, subacute or chronic disease. The affected udder may not be visibly changed. However, the consistency of milk is changed with visible patches and fibrous structures made of clusters of desquamated epithelium, leukocytes and proteins. Clinical mastitis could be divided into mild, moderate and severe form according to manifestation of its symptoms (Bacic, 2009). In case of mild form, only changes in milk appearance occur. The moderate form is characterized by mild changes in general health status of an animal such as fever, increased respiratory rate and increased heart frequency. The severe form of mastitis is characterized by significant systemic changes accompanied by local changes in the mammary gland (Beecher et al., 2011). External clinical signs of mastitis are redness, edema, warmth and soreness of the udder (Tyler and Cullor, 2002).

Causative agents of mastitis

The most commonly recognized causative agents of mastitis are bacteria followed by mycoplasmas, yeasts, molds, fungi and even algae (Bacic, 2009; Beecher et al., 2011). The causative agents of mastitis vary according to different management conditions in different countries. The most significant bacteria causing mastitis are: S. aureus, Streptococcus agalactiae, E. coli, Corynebacterium bovis and
**Pathogenesis of mastitis**

The first barrier of the mammary gland against microorganism invasion is stenosis of *ductus pappilaris*. Inside *ductus pappilaris* there is keratin which promotes the attachment of ductus walls. Besides, keratin binds bacteria and prevents their penetration into the milk cistern (Russell, 2011). When such a natural barrier is damaged, pathogens can easily enter into *ductus pappilaris* of the udder and cause the infection. Besides this anatomical barrier, mammary gland is protected from bacterial invasion by diverse defence mechanisms which include innate and acquired or specific immunity (Benoit et al., 2008). The cells that participate in defence of the mammary gland from pathogen invasions include: neutrophils, macrophages, lymphocytes and epithelial cells (Riollet et al., 2000). Inflammatory response during mastitis is marked by the increased blood flow in infected tissue, increased vascular permeability, leukocyte migration from blood vessels into interstitial space and accumulation of leukocytes at the site of trauma (Tkalčević and Hrvačić, 2011). Bacteria release toxins which activate leukocytes and epithelial cells in the mammary gland to release cytokines which attract numerous polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN) functioning as phagocytic cells at the site of infection (Paape et al., 2003). PMN such as neutrophils and macrophages are the first cells infiltrating the site of trauma (Wellnitz et al., 2012). Chemotaxis signals of chemokines, cytokines, metalloproteinase matrix and bacterial products stimulate accumulation of neutrophils and macrophages at the site of infection. Inflammatory mediators, such as bacterial lipopolysaccharide, TNF-α and platelet activating factor (PAF), significantly stimulate response of neutrophils to chemotaxis (Chinen et al., 2006). Following diapedesis, neutrophils become macrophages and initiate their main function i.e. phagocytosis and pathogen destruction which is associated with release of numerous inflammatory mediators (Burvenich, 2004). During phagocytosis, macrophages also release the substances which may damage mucosal surface of the mammary gland. Damaged tissue will be replaced with the fibrous tissue with a consequence of the decreased number of secretory cells. Also, PMN possess membrane receptors enabling their migration through endothelium. Selectins, the surface molecules of leukocytes, platelets and endothelial cells are responsible for initiation of adherence of leukocytes to endothelial cells. When leukocytes occurred in milk they are surrounding by fat droplets and casein, and simultaneously opsonins are released in order to attract more leukocytes from blood into milk (Pappe et al., 2003). Neutrophils and macrophages release enzymes and inflammatory mediators and reactive oxygen species (ROS) by which they promote elimination of bacteria, but also cause damages of surrounding tissue (Pham, 2006). Mastocytes, platelets and basophils produce vasoactive amines such as serotonin and histamine (Kovač, 2002).

During inflammatory response, numerous pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory mediators are released and the balance between them determines intensity and outcome of the disease. In case of equilibrium between these two groups of mediators, the inflammatory response in the mammary gland will terminate and the animal will completely recover considering that as a mild form of inflammation. However, if the balance is not established, the inflammatory mediators may cause inflammatory response with possible clinical signs of mastitis.

During inflammatory response, neutrophils, macrophages and other inflammatory cells produce ROS for killing pathogens. As a consequence of ROS accumulation, oxidative stress could develop. Excessive amount of ROS and other products of oxidative stress, such as lipid hydroperoxides, could addition-
ally contribute to cell and tissue destruction (Ryman et al., 2015). Additionally, increased production of ROS in milk impairs also its organoleptic properties and directly reduces milk quality (Lykkesfeldt and Svendsen, 2007).

**Oxidative stress**

Oxidative stress is defined as imbalance between production of ROS and capability of an organism to immediately remove reactive by-products or repair resulting damages (Mandelker, 2004). Oxidative stress could be a consequence of one out of three factors: increased production of ROS, decreased antioxidant protection and inability of repairing induced damages. Due to the fact that ROS production is a part of physiological processes of reproductive system, any shift from balance between production and elimination of ROS may have influence on reproductive function (Agarwal et al., 2006). Failure in metabolic adaptation and negative energy balance (NEB) during transition period represent a key point in oxidative stress development (Turk et al., 2008a and 2011).

Oxidative phosphorylation, the key process of energy metabolism of aerobic organisms, is crucial for complex mechanism of oxidative stress. This is a process in which the energy obtained by electron transport in mitochondria by enzymatic complex NADH dehydrogenases transforms energy rich phosphate bonds into ATP molecules. The oxygen serves as a final acceptor of electrons of distal part of enzymatic complex, *i.e.* cytochrome c oxidase which catalyse the reduction of oxygen into water (Fulton, 1997). During the latter process, partly reduced and highly reactive oxygen metabolites termed ROS are created (Thannickal and Fanburg, 2000).

**Reactive oxygen species (ROS)**

Oxygen metabolites or ROS may be classified into two groups: free oxygen radicals and non-radical species (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1987). Free oxygen radicals are defined as chemical species with one or two unpaired electrons in external orbitals (Shackelford et al., 2000). Non-radical oxygen compounds do not have unpaired electrons, but in spite of that they are unstable compounds which may react with free radicals producing new, and even more reactive, free radicals. ROS include: superoxide anion (\(\cdot O_2^-\)), hydroxyl radical (\(\cdot OH\)), hydrogen peroxide (\(H_2O_2\)), ozone (\(O_3\)) and singlet oxygen (\(^1O_2\)) (Kumar et al., 2011). Free oxygen radicals are hydroxyl radical (\(\cdot OH\)) and superoxide anion (\(\cdot O_2^-\)), while hydrogen peroxide (\(H_2O_2\)) belongs to non-radical species (Halliwell et al., 1992). In order to attain stability, free radicals acquire electrons from stable macromolecules (lipids, proteins, DNA) resulting in damages of cell and tissue structure and function (Nordberg and Arnér, 2001; Žarković et al., 2002).

The ROS are products of normal aerobic metabolism, however they may also be produced by influence of external factors (UV and ionizing radiation, chemotherapeutics, environmental toxins, inflammation). During phagocytosis, ROS are also produced in the process of oxidative phosphorylation (Lee and Wei, 2000). Majority of them are released by any biochemical redox reaction which includes oxygen (Devasagayam et al., 2004). Depending of concentration, ROS may be useful or harmful to cells and tissues (Mittler, 2002; Turk et al., 2008a). If the capability of an organism to eliminate ROS by means of antioxidants fails, ROS damages proteins, lipids and DNA and induce oxidative stress (Sanz, 2016). At physiological levels, ROS participate in synthesis of biologically important molecules, regulation of cell growth and cell signalling (Nordberg and Arnér, 2001). Additionally, they have an important role in the regulation of reproductive processes such as folliculogenesis, oocyte maturation, embryogenesis and others (Agarwal et al., 2008). ROS production increases during infection, body activity, exposure to contamination, UV and ionizing radiation. ROS may act directly and indirectly on the organism.

**Superoxide anion (\(\cdot O_2^-\))**

Superoxide anion (\(\cdot O_2^-\)) is a very reactive compound generated by the addition of a single electron to oxygen (\(O_2\)) during electron transport chain in mitochondria (Valko et al., 2007). It may immediately interact with other molecules and induce occurrence of new free radicals, particularly hydroxyl
radical (·OH) (Figure 1). It is considered that this compound is precursor of hydrogen peroxide. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) protects cells from damaging effect of superoxide anion by its conversion to H₂O₂ (Bull et al., 1991; Laukkanen, 2016). Five different isoforms of SOD enzymes are well known, out of which 3 are structurally characterized. In mammals, there are 3 isoforms of SOD: SOD1 which is located in cytoplasm, SOD2 located in mitochondria and SOD3 located in extracellular spaces.

Hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂)

Hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) is a compound which is assigned into non-radical oxygen compounds (Mittler, 2002). It is produced in mitochondria during the process of oxidative phosphorylation. It has an important role in intracellular signalling and cellular reactions and may pass through biological membranes (Al-Gubory et al., 2010). In spite the fact that hydrogen peroxide does not possess free electrons, it could act as oxidant in the presence of transition metals, bivalent iron (Fe²⁺) and bivalent copper (Cu²⁺) producing more reactive hydroxyl radical (Sontakke, 2014). This reaction is termed Haber-Weis reaction (Figure 2) (Kehrer, 2000).

\[
\text{O}_2 + e^- \rightarrow \text{O}_2^-
\]

\[
2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2^- \rightarrow \text{OH} + \text{OH}^- + \text{O}_2
\]

\[
2 \cdot \text{O}_2^- + 2\text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2
\]

Figure 1. Oxygen reduction and reactions of ROS generation

Hydroxyl radical (·OH)

Hydroxyl radical (·OH) is produced following reaction of hydrogen peroxide with metal ions such as Fe²⁺ and Cu⁺ (Hayyan et al., 2016). Sometimes it could be produced as a by-product of the immune activity. Hydroxyl radical may damage almost all kinds of macromolecules: carbohydrates, nucleic acids, lipids and proteins. In contrary to superoxide which could be eliminated by SOD, hydroxyl radical could not be eliminated by enzymatic reactions. Mechanisms for its elimination include: endogenous antioxidants such as melatonin and glutathione and nutritive antioxidants such as mannitol and vitamin E (Reiter et al., 1995).

Antioxidative system

Each mammalian organism possesses a natural antioxidative system in order to protect itself from damaging effects of ROS (Beattie, 2006). The antioxidative system does not eliminate oxidants in total but rather maintains their optimal levels (Rhee, 2006). Antioxidant substance is defined as an agent which decelerates or totally reduces oxidation or even eliminate oxidative damage.

The antioxidants are assigned into two groups depending on their water solubility (hydrophilic) or lipid solubility (lipophilic). Generally, water soluble antioxidants react with oxidants in cytosol and blood plasma whereas those soluble in lipids protect cell membrane from lipid peroxidation (Sies, 1997). They may be synthesized in vivo or derived from a diet (Sordillo and Aitken, 2009), and these are macromolecules which may bind metal ions and antioxidative enzymes. The antioxidants could be also classified either as enzymatic or nonenzymatic antioxidants or as preventive or chain-breaking antioxidants (Miller et al., 1993; Agarwal et al., 2006).

\[
\text{Fe}^{2+}/\text{Cu}^{2+} + \cdot\text{O}_2^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{O}_2
\]

\[
\text{Fe}^{2+}/\text{Cu}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \cdot\text{OH} + \text{OH}^- + \text{Fe}^{2+} \quad (\text{Fenton reaction})
\]

\[
\text{O}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \cdot\text{OH} + \text{OH}^- + \text{O}_2 \quad \text{The net reaction (Haber-Weis reaction)}
\]

Figure 2. Reactions with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of transition metals
Preventive system includes metal-binding macromolecules and antioxidant enzymes. The macromolecules which bind metal ions are transferrin, ceruloplasmin and albumin. Since the metal ions act as catalysts in ROS producing reactions, this kind of antioxidants may eliminate them from extracellular fluid. Antioxidant enzymes, SOD, catalase and glutathione peroxidase act inside the cell and remove $\cdot OH$ and H$_2$O$_2$ before they become available for Fenton reaction to produce more reactive $\cdot OH$ radical (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1987). In spite of the activity of preventive enzymes, some ROS may remain and cause deleterious effect on macromolecules. In this situation, there are some other antioxidant enzymes that are chain-breaking and inhibit oxidative damage of macromolecules such as paraoxonase-1 (PON1), platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase (PAF-AH) and lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT) that prevent and retard oxidative modification of lipoproteins (Parthasarathy et al., 1990; Turk et al., 2005, 2008a,b). Chain-breaking antioxidants act after the initiation of chain reaction with ROS. They comprise antioxidant vitamins, minerals, enzymes and other substances of endogenous or exogenous origin such as vitamin C, vitamin E, selenium, zinc, ubiquinone, taurine, hypotaurine, glutathione, beta carotene and carotene (Miller et al., 1993). Vitamin A and other carotenoids are present in high concentrations in animal feed. Vitamin C is natural product of animal cells (Clarkson and Thompson, 2000). Vitamin E or tocopherol exhibits strong antioxidative effects and together with dietary selenium prevents oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids, reacts with free radicals and protects unsaturated membrane lipids from oxidation. Significant attention has been given to the regulation of antioxidant intake by food (microelements, vitamins) and in that way, good control of incidence of mastitis is attained (Bernabucci et al., 2005). During lactation, milk production subsequently exhausted dairy cows. Thus, it is necessary, to pay attention on diet composition during dry period, particularly proteins, minerals and vitamins, in order to achieve optimal body condition and certain energy reserves. In cases when cow has suboptimal or over optimal body condition at parturition, milk production is reduced and animal could become more susceptible to infections (Sontakke, 2014; Folnožić et al., 2015).

Concluding comments

In the pathogenesis of mastitis a key role plays the innate immune response which is the first line of defence following invasion of the mammary gland by pathogens. After the invasion of the mammary gland by pathogens, macrophages are accumulated at the site of infection releasing a number of proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory mediators such as: cytokines, chemokines, lipid mediators, proteolytic enzymes and other molecules that may act locally but also systemically producing a local and/or systemic inflammatory responses. During inflammation, particularly in the process of phagocytosis, ROS are produced acting on pathogen destruction which may lead to oxidative stress. Metabolic load occurred during peripartal period, from dry period to early lactation, is an additional potential source of oxidants and ROS in dairy cows and could be predisposing factor for development of oxidative stress and inflammatory response. An excessive ROS production induces oxidative changes of cellular and extracellular macromolecules and by that inhibits protein function, induces lipid peroxidation and in reaction with DNA may lead to mutations and cell death. Antioxidantive status of cows in peripartal period is thus impaired due to increased antioxidant consumption. The relationship between inflammatory response and oxidative stress during mastitis indicates their important roles in the pathogenesis of mastitis. In order to prevent oxidative stress and moderate inflammatory response as well as to improve immune status of dairy cows it is very important that their nutritive needs are well balanced by special meal composition with appropriate ratio of minerals, vitamins and antioxidants which could prevent and/or moderate mastitis and the other diseases occurring in dairy industry.
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Uloga oksidacijskog stresa i upalnog odgovora u patogenezi mastitisa u mliječnih krava

Sažetak

Mastitis je jedna od najčešćih bolesti mliječnih goveda u cijelom svijetu, jer uzrokuje najveće gubitke u mliječnom gospodarstvu. Ima značajan utjecaj sa stanovišta javnog zdravlja, prerade mlijeka i dobrobiti mliječnih krava. U patogenezi mastitisa ključnu ulogu imaju oksidacijski stres i upalni odgovor koji se prva linija obrane nakon što patogenezi mastitisa u mliječnih krava

Ključne riječi: oksidacijski stres, upalni odgovor, mastitis, peripartum, krava
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